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Introduction

From October 3-5, 1997, fourteen Arctic specialistsl met in Calgary to review
the Report of the Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs and International
Trade titled, Canada And The Circumpolar World: Meeting The Challenges
0f Cooperation Into The Tweniy-First Century. Hosted by the Canadian
Arctic Resources Committee and supported by the Walter and Duncan
Gordon Charitable Foundation, the Calgary Working Croup (CWG) assessed
the report and identified a number of further initiatives that it believes
would serve Canada's circumpolar Arctic mnterests and foreign policy for the
region.

The CWG applauds the Standing Commijttee for the breadth and depth of its
report. The report identifies important policy needs and its niany
recommendations are, on balance, constructive and forward looking.. As the
Chairman of the Parliamentary Standing Committee, notes i his "Forward",
issues concerning indigenous peoples, environment, and economues have
been addressed previously, but, "largely from a domestic perspective". Given
the effects of human activities in distant regions on the Arctic, its people, and
their shared traditions and visions, it is timely to pursue efforts to focus
attention on Canada's foreign policies for the circunipolar Arctic. The CWG
believes that the report of the Standing Committee can be an effective tool in
promoting public discussion on Canada's obligations and opportunities in the
Arctic. lIn making its own views public, the CWG hopes to stimulate a
national discourse on Canada roles in the future of the drcumpolar Arctic.

I spite of the many strengths of the report and its good intentions, it could
have spoken more forcefuily to the need to improve our ability, i both
domestic and international policy spheres, to imagine, to design, and to act as
a society that is uniquely northemn and to do so with coherence, reciprocity,
mutual respect, and a sense of self-reliance rooted i interdependence. It is
time to create a vibrant and meaningful sense of "connectedness" amongst all
those for whom the Arctic/Nortii is important. Connections give fise to,
consciousness, identity, and shared experiences, ail essential in charting
purpose, policy and practice. There are clear signs of strengthening north-to-
north connections within Canada and between northern Canadians and our
circumpolar neighbours. There are fewer signs of novel north-south linkages
- flot the centre-periphery or the metropolis-hinterland traditions - but new
relations focused on our northerness, on new models of governance, and on
shared values and the innovative opportunities that await. A wider
consciousness is needed -in which northern institutions and organizations,



comprehensive land dlaims, or "treaty-making", devolution, Aboriginal self-government, and new economic arrangements (e.g. impact and Benefitagreements) provide a truly northern platform for governance, both domestjcand international.

Northern nations share values, cultures, econon•ues, and ecologies.Circumpolar issues are intertwined with national ones. If we are to besuccessful in our international obligations and opportunities, then ourdomestic house must be put in order. The CWG believes that the buildingblocks for sustainable futures are to be found in the efforts of Northemners toadvance the sustainability agenda, to re-shape northern governance, and toinsist on knowledge-based policy,

The CWG believes Canada is, and is looked to, as a centre of innovation.These innovations are often a product of three of Canada's distinctive andprominent areas of conceru, namely, Aboriginal initiatives, efivironment,and the North. Taken together they provide much of the basis for a credibleapproach to sustainable development. A numnber of oui domestic, bilateral,and multilateral initiatives are setting standards for future côoperative action.Now is the moment to build on the "good news" and forge new foreign anddomestic policy that will ensure sustainable futures across the circumpolar
Arctic.

There is an inclination among the other Arctic states to expect a strong role byCanada in circumpolar affairs; this is a result of what is seen as a "'natural"consequence of its significant territorial presence i the North. Anunderstandmng of this by Canada could help to adopt less constrainedpostures in circumpolar affairs, without in any way jeopardizing its ability tocontinue to be a fair, sensible, and sensitive Arctic neighbour to theremainder of the Arctic Eight. Instead, the current reality of a Canada thatseems perplexed and unsure in its otherwise natural Arctic promunence is asituation that erodes its credibility in various circumpolar fora.

I spite of oui accomplishments however, important objectives reniainunmet. The CWG is concerned that the level of effort on the part of theGovernment of Canada with respect to the Arctic Council, and circumpolarpolicy more generally, has lagged - circumpolar affairs have flot received dueregard. The group is also concerned with the lack of attention and support forthe 'upward guidance" initiatives of Aboriginal and territorial governmnentorgamizations in the Arctic with respect to governance, sustainabledevelopment and circumpolar cooperation. The CWG explored this conceptin some detail and its views are found both in the body of the report and itsappendices.

Discussion also focused on the Canadian treaty making experience, one whichis being widely discussed in other parts of the circumpolar Arctic. Modern



comprehensive land claim agreements, or "treaties", are seen as successfully
resolving many inter-societal conflicts in the North. Where decades of
conflict have characterized Aboriginal - Euro-Canadian relations,
contemporary treaties are fostering a new order of mutual respect trust and
cooperation. As successful as these initiatives are, it is important toremember that they are new and often fragile. The CWG believes it isessential for the realization of sustamnable futures that these upward reaching
initiatives be supported and strengthened. In doing this, the focus should be
upon practical matters - how organizations are engaging themselves insustainable development on a day-to-day basis. This is flot a time to argueover vague defiitions. It is a time to accept sustainable development as an
evolving process, guided by principles, and learning by doing.

For these reasons the CWG would have preferred to see greater emphasis inthe report of the Standing Conimittee on the nature of changing governance
in the Arctic, on the action orientation to sustainable developmnent and on anemerging Arctic and circumpolar consclousness among northern peoples
themselves. Ail have significant implications for Canada's foreign policy in
the circumpolar Arctic.

The report of the CWG begins with a discussion of themes that it believes
need more emphasis and attention. These include;

" Sustainable Development;
" Governance: Perspectives on Treaty- Making, Devolution, Globalization,

and Security;
" Arctic Science;
* Arctic Council;
* Canadian Polar Commission; and
" Ideas for Action

ire followed by the CWG's assessment of most of the
i the report of the Standing Committee. The CWG report
mdices that elaborate on some of the themes, issues, and



Sustainable Developmient

The Calgary Working Group (CWG) views sustainable development in the
Arctic as a multi-faceted and evolving set of actions, informed by principles,
and drawing predom-inantly on regional and community visions of the
future. As traditions and opportunities across the Arctic vary, so too will the
specific action pathways of those seeking current and future well-bemng for
people, economy, and environment. There is no single state that havmng
been attained we can say, "We now have sustamnable development". Instead,sustainable development is seen as a process of continually designing, acting,
evaluating, and adapting, guided throughout by agreed upon principles. The
discussion on sustainable development focused on the following points.

"Sustamnable development is a process of beconiing, and as such it requires
that we preserve the capacity of both societal and ecological systems to
change. While there continues to be a great deal of discussion and debate
over the definition of sustainable development, and many decry itsvagueness and the ease with which meanings shift dependmng on whose
interest is at issue, what stands out in the experience of the CWG
participants is the focus of Northerners upon opportunities for action that
promote sustainability. An aid to clarity in the planning of these actions is
to continually ask the questions, "For whom?" and "By whom?"
Answering these can provide a valuable understanding of the power
relations that can affect the sustainability process.

" The discussion of "on the ground action" ini the report of the Standing
Comnittee, deserves more emphasis. While encouragement to establish
networks across the Arctic is desirable and important networks atone will
not suffice. Local and regional organizations have made significant gains
in pursuit of sustainable development. This is especially so in Canada and
Alaska where the institutions and organizations established through
comprehensive land dlaims settlements have "breathed" practical, action-
oriented lite into sustainable development For many Northerners,
sustamnable development is more than just a vague and pliable concept; it
is a dynamic, tangible set of activities - indeed, an evolving way of lite.
And in the process they are building capacity - that essential humaii
comportent that will ensure a creative balance of self reliance and
interdependence. The view of the CWG is that in both domestic and
foreign policy, greater acknowledgment and support of the action-based
capacities for local and regional initiatives is needed.

*Sustainable development is both a framework, or "architecture", and a
process to g-uide activities. And those activities are informed by the
overali sense of purpose and direction. The CWG suggests that national
sustainable development policies should build upon the "upward
guidance" of regional and local initiatives. This is consistent with many



of the principles of sustamnable development, outlmned in the report of the
standing cormmttee. And to this list we would add a number of
suggestions based on "Principles of Sustainability" from Robinson, et. ai.
1990. (See Figure 1: Principles of Sustainable Development)

Figure 1: Priudiples of Sustinable Development

The report of The Standing Conmttee on Foreign Affairs and International
Irade identifies the following as guiding principles of sustainable
development (Box 7 - Arctic Sustamnable Development Principles, p. 102);

" subsistence preference;
" co-management;
" subsidiarity;
*precautionary pninciple;
*primacy of prior rights and dlear responsibilities;
*true cost accounting; and
*environmentally appropriate technologies and practices.

Robinson, J.B, et. al., (Alternatives, Vol. 17, No. 2, 1990, p.4i4 suggest two
types of sustainability principles. They are adapted as follows:

1. Principles of environumental/ecological sustainability:

*life support systenis must be protected;
*biotic diversity must be protected;
*maintain and enhance the integrity of ecosystems;
*adopt preventive and adaptive strategies to ecological threats

carrymgc capacity of the biosphere;
per unit of economic activity;



*In advocating greater attention to "upward guidance" in domestic policy
processes, the CWG recognizes the need for broad-rangmng, xnulti-interest
alliances across the circuxnpolar Arctic. International issues are now on
the agendas of local and regional bodies. Business and trade organizations
have important rotes to play in promoting sustainable practice in the
Arctic. The recent Barents Region Conference in Finland2 demonstrated
this very ctearly. Both private and public organizations are playing key
rotes in emergmng retationships throughout the region. Aboriginal
interests span the circumpolar North and their organizations are exerting
increasingly greater influence through a variety of decision making
processes. The CWG supports the cati for a "made in Canada" northern
policy with both foreign and domestic dimensions. The foreign poticy
perspectives must be rooted in the reality of existing east-west connections
among regional and sub-regional organizations. Furthermore, national
and circumpolar perspectives must be dynanuc, evolutionary, and
adaptive with each perspective informing the other. The CWG, suggests
this as the perspective in which to proceed on the Standing Committee's
reconimendations for a Canadian Circumpolar Cooperation Framework
(Rec. No. 1), and an Arctic Region 2000 Strategy (Rec. No. 2).

" In centring northern development in a sustainable development context,
the CWG is niindfut. that there are those who view sustainable
development as an impediment to econonuc growth. For conventional,
growth-oriented decision makers, sustainable devetopment rules out, or
significantly challenges la.rge-scale resource projects. Current national
policies in a number of countries, including the United States, reflect this
view. For them, sustainable development "is off the radar screen". I
some quarters the Arctic Council is seen as a potential focus for sustainable
development and is thus, suspect. It was noted that several of the
recommendations in the report of the Standing Committee promote
sustainable development and therefore reflect an anti-development bias.
For some, global relationships for sustamnable development are means by
which national interests can be comproniised, reinforcing their reluctance
to participate in multilateral arrangements.

" Within the broad mix of Canadian policies, sustainability often conflicts
with those that are more growth-oriented and centralized. The
demonstrated commitment in many Arctic settings to practices aligned
with the principtes of sustainability underlies the view of the CWG that to
effectively provide the foundation for sustainable development in the
A.rctic more attention to, and support for, regional and sub-regional
initiatives is required. To be sure, there are vital rotes for federal agencies.
But, the national -interest is not to be construed as the federal mnterest.

2 See Appendix 2 The Barents Region Today - Dreams and Realities: A
Conference Report.



Rather, the national interest should be a synthesis of obligations and
opportunities from the conunnty to, the federal levels. Viewed in this
way, sustamnable development with strong local and regional roots should
infuse a truly Canadian foreign policy for the circumpolar Arctic.

The challenge is also to connect Arctic issues, places, and people with the
rest of Canada. North-south relations are changing through devolution
and treaty-making (land dlaims) while east-west (circumpolar) relations
are strengtheing. Individual people often bridge these many levels i n
their daily lives , as a result of the residents of northern communities
becoming directly engaged in global social processes (for example in the
recent sequence of UN-sponsored global conferences, i.e. UNCED-Rio).
The popular use of the Internet is increasingly facilitating this important
trans-level activity. At the same tinie our nation-to-nation relations
around the circumpolar world need strengthening if we are to be effective
in oùr efforts to promote Arctic sustainability.

Conclusions

Sustainable development is most appropriately viewed as an evolving set of
actions that are informed by agreed upon principles. In the circumpolar
region, experience indicates that regional and sub-regional sustamnable
development initiatives can provide the kind of "upward guidance" that will
inform policy at the national and international levels. By focusing on
actions, and accomplishments that bring econoic, social, and cultural
benefits, detractors of sustainable development may be persuaded to support
(or at least flot interfere) such initiatives.



Governance: Perspectives on Treaty- Makin&, Devolution,
Globalization, and Security

Treaty- Making: Canadiari Leadership

Around the circumpolar Arctic the structure, funictions and processes of
governance are ini flux. What is increasingly dlear is that Aboriginal rights
and realities, the shift of authority and responsibilities ftom the centre to the
regions and communities, and remarkably broader or inclusive notions of
what constitutes security, are re-definimg the very nature of who governs
what where, and how. The CWG made the following points.

The historic two solitudes of the Arctic - Aboriginal and settier - are giving
way to new relationships, in part because of the strengthenmng of the
Aboriginal commumty through modemn treaties. As these treaties bring a
new look to governance in the Arctic, the institutions and organizations
of the Euro-Canadian culture are adapting. This is especiaily s0 in the
Canadian North where comprehensive land claim agreements - modern
treaties - are breaking new ground almost daily and lead the world in
resolving inter-societal conflicts. The Canadian experience demonstrates
the emergence of a "new consciousness" amongst ail Northemners, and
indeed many other Canadians, as the process of building responsive and
effective Aboriginal organizations and institutions, and with them strong
linkages to al sectors of northern society, moves forward. The Canadian
approach is inspiring other circumpolar societies where Aboriginal people
seek greater measures of self-deterniination and seif-reliance. The
example of the role that the vision of Nunavut played for the Canadian
Inuit is helping Aboriginal people elsewhere to find their own visions for
overconung the despair and apathy that often threaten their communities.
Modemn treaty making moves us beyond merely the affirmation of rights
and frameworks for assimilation. It provides for the design and
construction of increasingly self-reliant and self-detemmixung societies
which lend a vibrancy to the whole society - Aboriginal and non-
Aboriginal.

*Treaty-making is havmng a profound impact on ail aspects of govemnance. It
promotes a level of competence at the community and regional level that
is givmng rise, as we noted previously, to imaginative sustainable
development initiatives, partly because the treaties themselves contain
many of the elements of sustainability. Canadian treaty-making is the
engine of "upward guidance"; innovations in governance are leading, to
better solutions to many issues. I recognition of this the CWG believes
that a framework for Canadian foreign policy for the circumpolar Arctic
should reflect the regional and sub-regional realities and the visions they
bring for the future. This means among other things, less "top down"
govemnance.



e While the CWG finds much to commend in modem Canadian treaty-
making arrangements, it is quick to, point out that the very newness of it
ail camres with it a kind of fragility. Expectations are high, capacities are
lited and evaluations of efforts to date are needed. What would be
timely now is an examination of the Canadian treaty-making experience
in re-structuring governance and promoting sustainability, and ail of this
considered further in ternis of its applicability to the broader circumpolar
arena.

Devolution and Globalization

Throughout the Arctic, authority and responsibility is being shifted from the
centre to the regions. At the same ie however, the forces of globalization
draw nation states into increasingly broader international arrangements that
link economies and legal regimes, and in the process, make capital even more
mobile than in the past. We are therefore faced with managmng
contradictions - initiatives designed to enhance and protect unique local
economies and cultures versus multilateral trading and investment
arrangements. With this backdrop the CWG noted the following.

SI Canada, territorial and federal govemnments are negotiating the
devolution of powers i several policy sectors. Some funds from the
European Union are, in some cases, being routed directly to Northem
Scandinavian regional govemnments, by-passing entirely the national
governments.



cultures throughout the Arctic. Industrial contaminants continue to find
their way înto Arctic ecosystems and constitute serious public health and
environmental issues. Yet ail to often, regional and sub-regional
institutions, a number of which are Aboriginal, do flot have a voice in
international forums. For example, ICC has oni>' observer status at the
LRTAP negotiations on a POPs protocol. Exceptions to this include the re-
negotiation of the Migrator>' Birds Convention (MEC) between Canada
and the United States and the Rio Conference on the global environment.
In the case of the bilateral negotiations on the MBC, Canada included three
Aboriginal people as members of the negotiating team, which reflected
both their constitutionally guaranteed rights and the knowledge the>'
brought to the discussions. In the case of Rio, indigenous peoples from,
around the world mncluding the circumpolar Arctic were a part of the
multilateral discussions and negotiations. Aboriginal and northern
governments were not part>' to the negotiations on GATT, NA.FTA, or
WR)0. Yet it is the effects of these latter arrangements that imp~act on life
in the Arctic. The CWG urges Canada to support the United Nations
Working Croup on Indigenous peoples in their efforts to enhance
indigenous cultures and economies.

The CWG supports Recommendations 8, 9, and 31 in the Standing
Committee report inasmuch as the>' provide for significant roles for
Aboriginal, regional and sub-regional organizations ini the affairs of the
Arctic Council and national policy making processes.

Securit>'



economiîcally secure. This recent form. of fmnancial transfer grows out of past'tsocio-economic agreements" previously negotiated between governments,
acting on behaMf of Aboriginal peoples, and private sector resource developers.
With Aboriginal peoples theniselves at the negotiating table (andgovernments absent) a mix of socio-economic benefits, of which financialtransfers are only a part, are being successfully condluded. These are widelyseen as brmnging legal certainty - security - to economic, social, cultural, and
environmental affairs.

The emergence of large international trading blocks, along with initiativesby the major trading nations and multinational private sector interests tonegotiate a "Multilateral Agreement on Investment", May have important
impacts in the circumpolar Arctic. Whether at the level. of multinational
plans for resources development (e.g. BHP; INCO) or sub-regional andregional ventures (e.g. Baffin Region commercial fisheries projects) , theeconomies of the "bottom up" actors may be jeopardized. As the foregoinganalysis suggests there is a "fragility" to these sustainable development
initiatives and ini the absence of national level conuitments to sustainability
the security of this kind of future is by no means assured.

a While for the lime bemng, issues of military security remain outside theaxnbit of the Arctic Council (due i large measure to U.S. reluctance) concernsfor both environniental and econonuc security are being linked to militaryactivity, past and present. Scandinavian mnterests are keen to make such linksgiven the threat to their environments and economies of past waste disposaI
practices of the Russian military, in particular, the sea disposai of radioactive
wastes and the presence of nuclear power generating stations as part of a



Arctic Science

The CWG came out strongly in support of the need to re-affirm and re-
rejuvenate Canada's scientific efforts in the circumpolar Arctic. Dramatic and
rapid changes in lifestytes and cultures, economies, ecosystems, technologies,
politics, and institutions cati for an Arctic science policy that is broad and
holistic, organized and inter-related, continuous rather than intermittent,
and communicable. Signfficant gaps in our knowledge of the Arctic make
sound policy making difficuit. The interdependence of societies and
ecologies in the circumpolar Arctic catis for a much greater level of
international coordination and cooperation. Moreover, the science of the
Arctic must be more explicitty interdisciplinary if we are to address, with any
success, the complex issues with which we are confronted.

" Canada's record in Arctic Science is spotty at best - a disappointment given
this country's significant Arctic territory and its opportunities for
Canadian leadership in circunipolar affairs. Too little of the discourse on
Arctic science invotves those with sufficient appreciation of the nature of
the Arctic itself, and what needs to be known. As a consequence, scientific
priorities, plans and projects are victims of the vagaries of ad hoc decision
making on programs, priorities, and resources, resultmng in significant
gaps in our understanding of crucial issues and opportunities.

" The CWG is particularly concerned about the dearth of Canadian social
science research in the Arctic. Our record compares unfavourabty with
that of Alaska where, for some time now, social scientists have made
numerous contributions to Arctic issues. Too littie funding and too limte
value for Arctic social science lias put us in the position where major
public policy choices involving sustainable economies, environmental
assessment, protection and mitigation, and socio-cultural change cannot
be made from even a moderately informed position. To add to this, the
CWG noted that a growing amnount of what social science research is bemng
done, is conducted by foreign scholars, often much better funded than
Canadians, and in some cases with Canadian funding. This raised
questions in the CWG about the familiarity of foreign researchers to many
of the subtleties of complex retationships among stakeholders, cultures,
institutions, organizations, issues, and themes in the Canadian Arctic and
thus, the extent to which such research is able to effectively address
important issues.

" A number of research needs were identified by the Working Group.

- basic knowledge-of ecosystemn funictions, carrying capacity and integrity in
the context of dimate change, contaminants cycling, and industrial
impacts;

- a scientific base for public policy on Arctic haze;



-interdisciplmnary teams to review international agreements;
-policies and management for circumpolar oceans/seas and coastal zones;
-multiple issues links; e.g. contaminants as environmental and public

health research areas;
-multi-theme research; sustainable development versus economic

expansion-mega resource development project research; damiage
control, damage prevention, damage remediation;

- mncorporating social science research in ail relevant policy areas;
- conducting net benefit research for sustainable development;
- research on communication strategies for public information and policy

making;

Several phases of the science process need to be more explicitly connected to
regional and sub-regional interests - problem identification, priority
setting, project design and implementation, interpretation and evaluation
- aIl should include, "bottom up" approaches. The institutions -of land
dlaim agreements, devolution, and self-government are positioned to
contribute to an Arctic science agenda. The east-west connections among
these organizations suggests that multilateral "bridges" already exist on
which to build science agendas. There is a role here for the Canadian Polar
Commission in conveming ail Arctic science stakeholders to assist in the
developing strategies and priorities, all in publicly approved processes.

*The CWG is particularly concerned about the linkcs - or lack thereof -
between science and policy. Major gaps in scientific information
notwithstandmng, the group's view is that too little attention is given to
what information we do have in formulating Arctic policies. Distinctive
Arctic impacts have so far not been adequately recognized in such
international policy issues as climate change agreements, and heavy
metals and persistent organic pollutant protocols. In part, this echoes the
need for a greater presence and recognition of the signJficance of the Arctic



Conclusions

Canada's science efforts in the circumpolar Arctic are flot adequate to meet
the challenges of planning and managing for sustainability. It is essential that
a more strategic approach be taken to needs, priorities, plans, and programs.
While several areas of research are in need of greater effort, the dearth of
social science research in the Arctic is a particular concern. It is important
that regional and sub-regional interests be genuine participants in the process
of identifying needs and setting priorities. Policy must take greater note of
scientific information. Traditional knowledge must play a significant role in
public decision making.



Arctic Council

The CWG is concerned that progress to date on substantive agendas and
procedures for the Council is insufficient; activity proceeds at a "glacial pace".
While there are significant hurdies, even roadblocks, along the route, the
view of the CWG was that insufficient levels of political will, administrative
interest, and financial and human resources have been made available for
development of the Arctic Councîi by the Government of Canada during its
tenure as Chair of the Senior Arctic Officiais (SAOs) Conunittee. The
challenge of animating the implementation process is considerable. In part
this is due, some thirik, to the notion that the Departmnent of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade (DFAlT) is not an entirely hospitable habitat for
Canada's efforts to build the Arctic Council. While years of experience in
other regions have created understanding and capacity, the Arctic is not a
region in which officiais possess a great deal of experience, knowlede and
know-how. The Arctic must become more central to the overail foreign
policy objectives of the Governument of Canada.

e Earlier enthusiasm for Arctic Council seems to have been replaced by drift,
in part because officiais of the United States have held up the
development of an agenda for Council. The view of the CWG is that too
liffie effort is currently going mnto the discussions, and that which is, is not
adequately supported with administrative, technical, legal, and policy
acumen. Dissatisfacton amongst some of our circumpolar partners over
Canada's handling of the discussions and negotiations to date has
surf aced.

*But the "disconnectedness" of
elsewhere, also contributes to



be forznally included within the various designations of Council
membership. For others, international Aboriginal organizations should
be atthe table, but flot their respective individual members. While Inuit
societies are represented b>' Inuit Circumpolar Conference, Indian and
Metis people in the North have no such corresponding international
structure. Aboriginal governments, northern public governinents, and
the Northern Forum were identified as key parties to a sustainable future
and should therefore be integrated mnto the Council.

The Calgary' discussions suggested a number of matters for the Council's
agenda, including:

- setting environmental rules across the circumpolar Arctic;
- establishing and promoting communication links and cooperative

institutions amongst Aboriginal, economic, scientific, technical,
*environmental, and academic interests;

-identifying and encouraging comparative research and exchanges; e.z. a



to take leadership on circumpolar issues, the Government of Canada must
immediately commit the necessary resources to do the job well. TheAmbassador's Office must be able to reach out consistently over time to,
our own Northern people and to others across the circumpolar Arctic.
The Ambassador must have the resources to be able to, engage highlycapable personnel, and enough of them, to make Canada's leadership

conunents that the Arctic Council
the creation of an 'Arctîc

ine
the
an



Canadian Polar Commnission

At the time of the CWG meeting, the federal government was reviewing the
record of the Canadian Polar Commission (CPC) and considering what its
future should be. With its previous mandate and programs under review it
was timely for the CWG to revisit the mission of the CPC and offer the
govern.ment its views on the role of the Commission.

*As it has evolved, the
littie favour among f
report of the Standin

CPC is flot a creature of its own clientele. It finds
ither northerners or the scientific commuunity. The
g Comnmittee elaborates the views of people from
And by the Comxmission's own admission, it has

-direct

iS good
d to ff

'-ds (



Ideas for Action

federal election cail of 1997 put much of the goverrnent's legisiative and
ýstigative agenda on hold. This included the Report of the Standing,
unittee onoForeign Affairs and International Trade, Canada and the
umpolar World. At the time of the CWG meeting ini early October, 1997
tlirough the next two months there was littie response to the report and
ntially no public opportunity in the parliamentary schedule to offer
ments. The Standing Committee expects to convene meetings in early
Sto receive the government's response to the report and to hear from,
-ested parties. The CWG discussed a number of action possibilities.

te record of the CWG should be distributed widely. Organizations and
idividuals should be encouraged to use the report for their purposes and
.iak.e their views known to, the Standing Comrnxttee, the Minister of1oreign Affairs, other federal ministers and ministers of territorial
:overnments, members of Parliament and northern legis1atres,
dniinistrative officials ini Ottawa and the regions, other mnterest groups,
nd the media.

-ganizations and individuals should be encouraged to, participate ini the
998 National Forum on Canada's International Relations. The theme for
ie forum will be Circiunpolar Relations and the report of the Standing

case for



*In May 1998 Whitehorse, Yukon, will be the site of the Circumpolar
Conference and Workshop, Su5tainable Development ln the Arctic:
Lessons Learned and the Way Ahead . This will be an important
opportunity to promote policy perspectives on a wide range of
circuxnpolar issues. An international gathering such as this is an
opportunity to develop public and stakeholder support and encourage
political and administrative leaders here in Canada to be open to
innovative approaches to meeting circumpolar needs on into the future.

*As Senior Arctic Officials' discussions move (aibeit too slowly) the Arctic
Council towards its inauguration, there is a need to begin the process of
linking the Arctic environmental Protection Strategy (AEPS) to the
Council. Research and analysis on ways to Iink the two is required in the
near future. Both the National Forum on Canada's International
Relations and the Sustainable Development Conference in 'Whitehorse
present useful opportunities to develop a strategy publicly. Such an
initiative should be accompanied by complementary advocacy initiatives
with officials in Canada and through networks in the other parts of the
circumpolar world, officiais there too.

*What Canada lacks at the present time is a permanent forum in which
northern and circumpolar issues are dealt with on an on-izoing basis. Too



Recommendations of the Calgary Working Group

What follows are the assessments and suggestions of the members of theCWG for many of the reconunendations in the report of the Standing
Conimittee. The CWG did not discuss ail of the report's recommendations,and those it did were flot ail considered in the same detail. TheParhiamentary Commnittee's recommendations receiving most attention werethe ones most closely linked to the themes discussed immediately above. Ineach case the reconimendation of the Standing Comnuttee is reproduced andfollowed by a summary of the views and conclusions of the CWG.
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and parliamentary input, participation by NGOs and, especially, northern-
based and aboriginal groups. To that end, we recommend that a continuing
consultative mechanism be attached to the Strategy which would promo te
consensus-building around Ion g-term solutions and advise on policy
evolution and implementation i ssues. As part of that mechanism, a
circum polar foreign policy working group should be established to focus on
effective ways of achieving Canadian interests through international
i .nitiatives and through leadership in multilateral cooperation bodies, notably
the Arctic Council.

In supporting this recommendation, the CWG reconimends that the
Whitehorse conference and the National Forum, referred to immediately
above in the conimentary on Recommendation 1, should be explicitly
designed to assist in developmng an "Arctic Region 2000 Strategyt ' We
recommend further, that such a strategy indlude provision for support for,
and communication and exchange of, scientific information and-traditional
knowledge in addressing regional and traxisboundary issues. Wbile the CWG

and



established to spearhead and coordinate governinent activity should be sure
that outreach includes the scientific community, that responsibilities are trulybi-polar, and that information and communication networks include
scientific information.

Recommendation 4
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Recommendation 7

The Committee recommends that, zuithin Canada, the Office of the
Circum polar Ambassador should lead in identifying concrete applications Of
the Arctic Council 's sustainable development mandate, in order ta advance
Canadian Arctic interests. Furthermore, staff of this office and of the Arctic
Council Secretariat should make it a priority to meet with residents Of small
northern communities ta explore how the Council's mandate might be
implemented most effectively to res pond to their concerns.

The CWG supports these reconunendations with the proviso that science and
traditional knowledge components are included. Particular attention should
be given to applied natural and social sciences in support of sustainable
developmnent.

Recommendation 8

Tht Committet recommends that the Got'ernment work to achieve
inclusion, at the earliest possible date, of additinal representation for
Canadian aboriginal peoples' organizations based in tht North, and for al
northern residents through their regional governments (including that Of
Nunavik ini Quebec) wit hi n the Arctic Council's formal structures. Interested
aboriginal organizations that do not meet the current criteria ftor becoming
permanent participants should in any ement be granted early observer status.
At a minimum. these qrouvs and tht subnational Arctic-rerion çrovernments



and *permanent participants. In addition, NGOs that have developed
particular expertise in working on Arctic issues should be granted a
consultative observer status with the Council.

The views of the CWG on this recominendation are mnixed. While there issupport for regional and sub-regional representation on Arctic Council, thepresence of the Standing Conmuttee of Parliamentarians of the Arctic Regionas "permanent observers" it is thought would undermine the special positionof Aboriginal representatives as permanent observers. If Aboriginal
orgamizations are flot to be accorded fuil member status then they should bethe only permanent observers. Furthermore, the CWG questioned havingelected officiais as members of Arctic Council since their first commitment isto their respective Parliaments, not to the Council. They should, of course, beinvited to, Council meetings on an "as appropriate" basis.

Recommendation 12

The Committet recommends that the Government use the pro posedconférence on Arctic sustainable development to frtrther the integration ofenvironmen ta? and economic dev.elopment objectives within the ArcticCouncil's mandate. Canadian officiais should also work closely with northern



While the CWG favours initiatives that exercise sovereignty over the
Canadian Arctic Archipelago, discussion was divided on the need for sub-
surface surveillance systems and alternative technical and diplomatic means
to affirm sovereignty.

Recommendation 17

The Committee recommends that Canada continue to cooperate with the
Russian Federation and the other Arctic states to address the serious nuclear
problems in northern Russia. Des pite financial cons traints, Canada should
also extend its cooperation to help address nudleaT issues related to the
Russian Northern Fleet (see Table 1, page 98).

The CWG endorses the recornmendation to deal effectively with 'tserious.
nuclear problems in northern Russia. It is, important howeveï, that the
recommendation be made more specific and focus on:



be important for the Council to assert itself strongly on behaif of Arctic science
and scientists, and in particular, the AEPS.

Recommendation 19

The Committee recommends that the Govern ment initiate a systematic
review of existing global environmental agreements to see which con tain
provisions authorizing special supplements for dealing u'ith the needs of
individual regions and determine which of these are particularly relevant tothe Arctic. Canada should also move quickly to rat ify the Law of the Sea
Convention, and, as recommended by the AEPS Ministers ai Inuvik, theGovernment should encourage ail Arctic states to rat ifij international
agreements relevant to the Arctic.

The CWG supported this recommendation, but added that experienced
Canadian unuversity researchers should be imvolved in such a review.[nterdisciplinary teams made up of legal experts along with social and natural



non-government Stakeholders Advisory Group, to l'e backed
appropriate environmiental expertise within the Circum polar
Division recommended in Chapter Two.

up by
Affairs

The CWG believes this recommendation is unacceptably weak and will do
littie to either encourage good science or the adoption of meaningful
emission standards and a program of national action. A strong commnitment
to national emission reduction targets to which northern interests have has
genuine input is needed now.



communication strategies and effective messages that are culturally
appropriate and enharice understanding at the community level. People
there want relevant and timely information. The CWG supports many
Northerners in their view that Arctic contaminants is a public health issue.
As well, there is a need to improve communication between scientists andpohicy makers at the regional level as well as nationally. Northerners alsobelieve they can learn from each other and want more opportunities to share
experiences and communications materials on contaminants and public
health. The CWG believes there should be more horizontal exchange of ideas



- div~ersification of income- and revenue-producing activities that do flot
harm the environment;

- Participation of local- peoples in development and resource utilization
decisions;

- maximum retention of benefits from economic growth at th e
communi ty level;

-and application of sustainability criteria to ail deiuelopment activities as
a condition for Government approval andior financial support.

Canada should take the lead by integrating these into its own international
Arctic-region strategy recommended in Chapter Tzuo. The conference on
sustainable development pro posed Lnj Canada should lay out a yprocess for
negotiating this agreed framework multilaterally, as a prelude to considering
the priority programs or projeci activities that should l'e undertaken on a
circumpolar basis with the aim of approving a substantive Joint economic
initiative at the Council's first minîsterial conférence in 1998.



-encouraging ecotourism developmen t;

- 1 .ncreasing vocational training and business skills development;

-i mproving access to micro-credit Tesources.

se three recommendations, along with Rec. No. 24 are seen as the heart oftamnable development. They establish key principles and offer genericgestions about actions to achieve the goals of sustainable development.wever, the CWG would add to this the requirement for genuine andtained participation b>' regional and sub-regional organizations in the



Recommendation 31

The Committee recommends that the Government take steps to deepen the
democratic Involvement of representatives from ail of Canada 's northe-rn
indigenous peoples in the elabo ration of policies on circumpolar sustainable
development. To that end, we recommend that an aboriginal contact group be
established to provide regular advice to the Ambassador for Circum polar
Affairs on issues pertaining to her mandate and that of the proposed
Circum polar Affairs Division in the Department of Foreign Affairs. To
promote indigenous peoples' participation in thse development Of
international sustainable development policies fo r thse Arctic, th e
Government should support expanded international linkages through
existing Canadian-based aboriginal organizations, and should also pledge
stable, long-t erm material support for thse indigenous Peoples' Secretariat



Recommendation 36

The Committee, recogni zing the continuing
of Arctic research interests, recommends that
future of the Canadian Polar Commission i 
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Recommendation 37

7en the substantial reductions to the budget for the Polar Continental Sheif
ýject, the Committee recommends that the Government provide the
?ject with sufficient funding to carry out its mandate effectively. Th e
ýject must also ensure that it is providing support to researchers in ail
ions of Canada, and should enter into new and creative partnership
qngements where possible.

? CWG supports the recommendation that the Polar Continental Sheif
~ject (PCSP) be adequately funded to ensure that it can accomplish its
ndate. While the PCSP has been successful in diversifying its sources of
'rational funding, it still needs proper core support to enable it to perform
rital role in Canada's Arctic science efforts. The PCSP is to be applauded for
success ini facilitating exchange and cooperation with other countries in hi-
ar research. Some believe that the present home of the PCSP in NRCan is
entirely appropriate and consideration should be given to making it a



undertake an inven tory of educational approaches in the region, andestablish a program similar to that of the European Union for fostering
academic cooperation in the circumpolar North.

The CWG supports the recommendations for increased funding to the
Northern Scientific Training Program. This program has been vital to the
development of generation after generation of northern scientists - ail at littie
cost to government. To ensure that the next generation of scientists is in
place to carry out the scientific challenges of the circumpolar Arctic it is
essential that current support levels be upgraded.

Recommendation 40

The Committee recommends that the Government continue its support for
new information technologies in the Canadian North, and ensure that the
/trctic Council pursues the use of such technologies to promote cultural
understanding and exchange in a circum polar context. The Got'ernment
should also ensure stable funding for such important cultural services as the



organizations across Canada with an interest in the future of ail caribou herds
to ensure that humnan activity ini caribou habitats everywhere is managed
within the principles of sustainability.

Recommendation 43

The Committee recommends that the Government propose to the United
States the establishment of a mechanism to ensure regular meetings of
officiais to discuss Arctic issues, including, but not restricted to, those that are
bilateral. These meetings should be undertaken on the Canadîan side through
the pro posed Circum polar Affairs Division and the Office of the Ambassador
for Circum polar Affairs.

Recommendation 44



such a bilateral assistance cont ext, particular attention should be paid 'to the
following:

-setting clear, realistic, results-orzented goals that focus on the areas inwhzch comparative Canadian strengths (e.g. cold-climate research andapplied enwironmental technologies, Aboriginal institution-building)
have been identified;

- putting in place feedback/evaluation mechanisms whereby parliament
will be able to assess the degree ta which targets are being met and learning
i mprovements are taking place;

i .nvolving Canadian Aboriginal and non-governmental organizati ons,territorial and provincial governments, priva te firms, and knowledge
institutions zvhich have developed expertise on, or have practical workingexpérience of, the Russian Arctic ini the ongoing design of the -technicalcooperation pro gram, as well as in the deîivery of its specific project

have



- pursuing global connections to Arctic concerns th ro ugh other
i nternational forums, notably the Ulnited Nations, and around
i nternational economic as well as environmental and indigenous rights
i ssues;

- utilizing whatever intergovernmental channels-notably the Council of
the Barents Euro-Arctic Region and the Northern Forum-as well non-
governmental (especially aboriginal) and inter-parliamentary channels
that are available, with the delibe rate purpose of fostering bridge-building
and common understandings among Nordic, Russian and North
American perspectives;

-undertaking an i n-depth study of the ramifications of regional
integration regimes in Europe and North America (i.e. EU and NAFTA
régulations and processes) for the implementation of the ArctiE Council 's
sustainable development mandate;

providing the Office of the Circum polar Ambassador and the pro posed



Research Opportumities

During its discussions the Calgary Working Group (CWG) identified anumber of research needs that if undertaken would enhance Canadianforeigu policy makmng for the circumpolar Arctic.

1. The Barents, Beaufort, anid Bering Seas Regions . A Comparative Study of
Development, Environument, and Governance.

These three regions make up a sigificant part of the circumpolar Arctic.
Several parallels characterize the three regions. These include:



2. Treaty Making and Sustainable Development

An examination of how modern Aboriginal claims, as social contracts, have
entrenched the principles of sustamnable development and are therefore a key
instrument in the evolution of the practice of sustainable development. The
analysis will focus upon local and regional initiatives and the process of"upward guidance' they provide to an expanding repertoire of "on the
ground" sustainable development activities. This work will also examine
treaty making as a relational exercise in which conflicts are mediated and
resolved, and Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal interests find accommodations
ini the wider society.

3. International Agreements and the Arctic Council

An -analysis of international agreements in the circumpolar Arctic, and
outside, but affecting it. The study will identify strengths and limitations
along with reconimendations for improving such agreements, and suggesting
new agreements where none now exist. The analv<-;i will >mknClCCÉC aua~sIAlIf#

and the



Science alone will flot provide ail the necessary observations or insights. Itwill be essential to document the traditional ecological knowledge thataddresses the questions of carrying capacity and restorative capabilities. This
work would attempt to provide a framework to guide scientific research andanalysis and traditional ecological knowledge documentation and analysis.

6. Re-defining: Security

the

in terms. ot



technological or scientific. The proposai here is to write plainly, and in 'first
languages, "a primer" that would describe important features of the
circumpolar institutions, economnies, ecologies and cultures. As a part of the
primer, readers should be able develop an understanding of how to become
engaged in, or gain access to, circumpolar orgamizations.

9. Sustainable Development Initiatives in the Circunipolar Arctic

The purpose of this project is to describe a number of local and regional
initiatives that fit with the principles of sustainable development and thus,
provide clear examples of the concept in practice. Selection of case studies
would be based on a number of criteria indluding: needs/ opportumties being
met; approaches to goal setting and strategic planning; resource acquisition
and allocation; locus of control; structural-functional analysis; type and scale
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Canada
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Appendix 2

Dfl Today-Dreams and Realities
iuference Report

by Tony Penikett

Iay, September 15, 1997

)r and the University's Rector opened this by



European sector. At the sanie tume, the environmental, economic, and social
problenis in the Russian parts of the Barents region were ail too obvious. The
region needs mnvestment in roads, Baltic harbours, and telecommunications.
Finland will respond to these needs, but it will always be mindful of its
national and regional mnterests.

The guiding principle must be that ail economic activity must be sustamnable.
Cooperation on nuclear safety is flot enough. Faulty plants must be repaired
or shut down. Fin.land supports a review of environniental cooperation
initiatives between Russia and the European Union. To close the social gap
between Russia and Europe, we need investments in health, housing, more
student exchanges, the rule of law, protection of hunian rights, in short, a
better coordmnated policy with clear priorities.

The main forums for these discussions are: The Council of Baltic Sea States,
The Barents Council, The Barents Euro-Arctic Council, The Arc-ic Council,
The Baltic Sea Prime Minister's a task force on organized crime.

A comprehensive EU prograni is needed. The Arctic Coundil is a new forum
that needs to build on the success of the AEPS initiative and arranzements

a reL:ional



If the reform process had flot stalled in the last two years, there might be more
economjc growth. We need more time to make the Barents dreams a reality.
In Murmansk it is cold, but remember, in Yakutsk it is much colder.
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Timo Sumnia (Director General, European Commission, DG LA) reminded
the conference that cross-border instruments are the slowest instruments
available.

Pentti Malkki (Director, Finnish Institute of Marine Research) outlined a
science policy agenda for the Barents Region. He based bis agenda on an
analysis of what we know and do flot know. We have the AMAP overview.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Cimate Change (IPCC) has concluded that
hunians are influencing the environment, for example winter temperatures
are up. This has implications for social sciences, human services, and health
progranis. The International Arctic Science Committee (IASC) now advises
the Arctic Council. Can we have global climate change and sustainable
development? Can we forge cross-sectoral links between the Calotte
Academy and the Northern Forum Academy. Do we need a Northern
journal, an international scientific network?
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They suffer oppression but stili the Sami culture is flourishing. Lapp villages
comprise the units of Sami self-government. Legal arguments about Sami
rights go back to the Lapp Codicil of 1751-an annex to a border agreement
between Sweden and Finland. This codicil still has some weight in reindeer
herding questions between Sweden and Finland. Nowadays, the Sami
invoke international covenants on indigenous peoples, UN declarations, and
arguments about land rights.

Oran Young (Director, Institute of Arctic Studies, Dartmouth College)
discussed a range of Arctic issues, the variety of structures emerging to deal
with them, and offered a model for appropriate arrangements in bis paper:
International Regimes for Achieving Sustainable Development.

1. What are the tasks?



* bottom-up approaches;
* ties to local stakeholders;

f functional focus.

3. What is the Arctic Councils role?

A distinctive niche for the Arctic Council:

a) management regimes for livinz res(



Throughout, the mood of quiet optinusm about this project was evident. My
only disconcerting moment came when John Pearce of the Canadian Embassy
complained to Dr. Richard Langlais and I about our articles which he thought
criticized the Canadian government. This was a quite bizarre since the
articles (both of which were published by the Arctic Centre in tinie for the
Barents Region Conference) were almost embarrassingly pro-Canadian.

At Sunday's pre-conference meeting of the ad hoc research group, Pentti
Malkki, (Director, Finnish Institute of Marine Research) suggested that the
researchers present ought to try framing a research agenda, and advised that
his speech to the conference would outline such a plan. Lassi Heininen
(Arctic Centre, University of Lapland) identified a role for bis group in
systematically following up this idea. Given the proliferation of conferences
on the Arctic environment, indigenous development issues, and
intèrgovernmental contacts. Tony Penikett (CARC) suggested -that to be
useful from here on, the work of entities like the Arctic Centre, like bodies in



Appendix 3

Devolution, Treaties and the Arctic Council*

by Tony Penikett
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body-although Aboriginal residents represented at Ieast a quarter of the
territorial population throughout the eighty-year period of their exclusion.

The images of homeland and frontier continue to exemplify the attitudinal
potes of thought about the Canadian North. Much of recent Canadian
northern and Aboriginal policy and, to a large extent new foreign policy
initiatives such as the Arctic Council are coloured by the need feit by decision
makers to bridge the two northern solitudes. Now, as then, representation in
British style parliaments has been but one of the vehicles for reconcilig
settler and Aboriginal points of view. More important vehicles were the
instruments of devolution and treaties.

Ini the years since elected members of the legisiative council first joined the
Yukon Cabinet in 1970, devolution has transformed the governments north
of sixty from colonial administrations to powerful regional entities
accountable mainly to local populations. Today, after almost threé decades of
program transfers from Ottawa to Whitehorse and Yellowknife, the Yukon
and Northwest Territories exercise most of the powers of provincial
governments, as will Nunavut corne 1999.

In a region whose econorny is notoriously vulnerable to fluctuations in the
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Elsewhere, 1 have suggested that Aboriginal treaty-making in the Americas
has occurred in three historical stages (Penikett 1997). The' first stage began
soon after the Spamish arrived in the Americas, the most important of the
early peacemakers being Bartholomew de Las Casas, the son of one of
Columbus's shipmates. A New World plantation and slave-owner until he
suffered a crisis of conscience, Las Casas became a Dominican priest and then
spent the rest of bis life petitioming the Spantish Crown about the
ensiavement and slaughter of millions of Maya, Incas and Aztecs.

Ini 1550, the Spanish monarch Charles V summoned Las Casas to defend his
views before the Council of the Indies at Valladolid. Ini the debate that
followed, Las Casas argued that Indians had the right to their own lands,
religions and governments, that they could flot be brought to Christ by force,
or subjected to Spanish rule without their consent. As Lewis Hanke observes,
this was the first time an European power had ever exan-ined the justice of its
empire building (Hanke 1974). More astonishing is that the priest from the
distant Mexican province of Chiapas won the argument. Charles V
temporarily ordered a halt to the Spanish conquest, but the slavery and
slaughter did not stop. Las Casas had won onlv a moral victorv. and bis
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Ini 1867, Canada's 'S of Confederation wrote a constitution that divided
rs between Ottawa and the provinces. Practically
[ndian nations with whom Britain and, later, Canada
t-was clear that the Yukon treaty would carve a new
Jional pie and transfer powers to First Nations from
ý territorial governments. This settiement covered
land and money. First Nations and the territorial
i now on share powers ini fields such as education,
the environment, health, welf are, wildlife and land
territory's uncertain constitutional future fo1owing
1the Meech Lake Accord in 1987, the Yukon

Dnsolidate its position by becoming a fui! party to!ttlements. It is a nice historical irony that some
d Ottawa could not forever deny to settiers what it
originals in the Yukon land dlaims and self-
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societal accommodation. No longer is the Canadian governznent trying to
impose one model of treaty on ail Aboriginal groups. The James Bay and
Northern Quebec Agreement, The Inuvialuit Final Agreement, the Gwich'in,
Sahtu, Nunavut and Yukon settlements are each in their own way quite
distinctive. It may be difficult to understand current Canadian northern
policy without appreciating the extent to which the country's policy-makers
have over the last 20 years tried to make a just peace with northern
Aboriginal peoples.

This wish to acconumodate the Aboriginal interest is also mnfluencing
Canada's Arctic foreign policy. Among Canada's objectives in working to
establish the eight-nation Arctic Council may be: the promotion of
sustamnable development; the active participation of northern peoples ini
circumpolar international relations; and the extension of the peacemaking or
dispute resolution experience into new venues. These are ail matters
affecting Aboriginal and Northern interests.



Inuk politician, as Canada's first Circumpolar Ambassador can be seen as
further evidence of this commnitment.

Having both Russia and the United States
Canada, like the Nordic states, very
Unfortunately, the Americans have tried

as neighbours in the Arctic, makes
interested ini security questions.

to keep issues of military security
-bouse of Commnons Foreign Affairs
ompleting the transition to a new
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Appendix 4

Canada and the Circumpolar World: Meeting the Challenges of
Cooperation into the Twenty-First Century: A Critique of Chapter 4

- 'Tost-Cold War Cooperation in the Arctic: From Interstate Conflict
to New Agendas for Security.' Oniitted Arctic Security Issues

by Prof. Rob Huebert,
Department of Political Science/Strate gic Studies Program,

University of Calgary

The House of Commons Standing Cominittee has provided a detailed and
nearly exhaustive examination of the problems and potential of circumvolar
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remain an area of continued military activity for Russia, and therefore the
United States, well into the 2lst century.

The potentiai for an accidentai nuclear war remamns as a threat to the Arctic
regions. On January 25, 1995 Boris Yeltsmn activated his "nuclear briefcase"
when Russian radar detected a rocket iaunch from somewhere off the
Norwegian coast. The rocket was first thought to be headed towards Moscow,
but eventually veered away from Russian territory. The rocket was in fact an
American scientific probe sent to examine the northern liahts. The
Norwegians had informed the Russians of the launch, but mis-
communications had resuited in the failure of the message to reach the
proper Russian officiais. (4) This incident while hopefully rare, indicates that
the potential for nuclear misunderstanding remains as reai as ever.
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address military security, even though it has signed another agreement with
Norway and Russia to deal with such issues? What can be done to eliminate
American concerns about Russian submarine building programmes? While
answers to these questions are flot imniediately apparent, solutions can only
be attained throuah discussion.

Another option is that Canada take
safeguards agamnst the dangers of aci
Hopefully the Russian reaction to ti
abberation. However, onlv one suchi
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Appendix 5:

A Proposai for an Arctic Biogeochemical Research Strategy for
Canada

Dr. Leonard Barrie,
Atniospheric Environment Service, Environment Canada

Knowledge forms the basis for wise policy making. Canada's past record in
organizing and coordinating scientific efforts has been both brilliant and
mneffective. Essential elements of a coordmnated science effort in the Arctic
are;

L Ant experienced, focused, and well organuzed group that can hiost multi-
agency and multidisciplinary initiatives in a productive and non-
adversarial atmosphere;

2. Funding to 'tseed" strategy development and adequate support from
appropriate federal agencies including DFO, DOE, DIANU, NRCan,
Health Canada, DOT, etc., and other institutions;

of the



Next Steps

1. Fund the NCP for five more years to follow through on newly identified
science needs and to track the effectiveness of international accords on
contaminants.

2. Create an Arctic Environniental Research Council with broad
stakeholder membership to provide overail direction and review.

3. Establish new programs. for climate change and Ozone-UV-B.



A-Pendix 6

CANADIAN PRIORITIES FOR THE ARCTIC COUNCIL

Frankdyn Grifflths



RECOMMERNDATIONS

strengthen the Arctic Council as an institution. To this end, the
1:

Lfor the Circumpolar Ambassador and DFAIT to produce an Arctic



CANADLAN PRIORITIES FOR THE ARCTIC COUNCIL

Action is urgently required to ensure that the Arctic Council gets off to the best start
possible during the remainder of the period to fail 1998, when Canada hands over the chair of the
Council to another state, possibly to the United States. Measures should also be taken now to
impart greater strength to the Council and to Canadian participation in it over the long haul.

The Arctic Council was established in September 1996 without an agreed agenda,
corresponding working groups, or ternis of reference and rules of procedure. It had to be done
that way, owing principaily to the restrictive attitude of the United States to multilateral Arctic
cooperation, or not be established at ail. As of March 1997, ternis of reference will not be set
until the senior Arctic officiais' meeting in September 1997, if then. As to an agenda and
working groups, they are nowhere ini sight. Indeed, it appears to be U.S. policy,.-set by lower-
echelon officiais, that no substantive action be considered b>' the Council until the Ministerial
meeting and rotation of the chair ini 1998. To get the Council moving and to hand it over as a
going concern that cannot readily be constricted no Inatter which state next has the advantages of
the chair, Canada bas no choice but to act at the political level again.

The Minister of Foreign Affairs is to have bilaterals with bis U.S. and Russian
counterparts at the G-7 meeting in June, and with the Danish and Norwegian Foreign Ministers at

-discussions with the



an unmanageable profusion of a way of

:n of the Arctic



Arctic marine transportation. This is an up and corningr issue as the Russian Federation
moves to exploit its Arctic offshore oit and natural gas reserves and is faced with continued
deterioration of its pipeline system. Norway, Russia, and also Japan have financed a multi-
million dollar programmne of research into the intensified use of -the Northern Sea Route for bulk
transportation between Europe and Asia, and from the Russian Arctic to western mnarkets.
Chemnomyrdin has expressed interest in the Arctic Council as a forum for international
cooperation and support of new ventures in this area. For its part, the Greenland HRCi has
granted offshore ol exploration perinits in concessions west of Nuukc and ini Jamison Land and
adjacent waters, ail with an eye to eventual transportation by marine mode. Econornics and



Dcnmnark/Grenad couic! be invited to lead an Arctic Council working group on the*
tiieIne Of food contamination. David Stone of DIAND, who is AMAP chair and who has been
spoken with very briefly, would be the flrst person to contact for guidance ini the coordination of
a Caliadian proposai.

Basic principles ofsustainable development zn the Arctzc. The Arctic Coundil is in needof a bridging procedure to help manage the transition from environmental protection to
sustainable development as the overal framework for its activity. As matters stand, there is an
inclination aniong attentive NGOs to regard thc transition in terras of a move from
environmental protection to a priority for development. Further growth ofUihis attitude will not
serve the Council well, particularly among opinion-makers in Washington. Ini addition, aniong
Ofticials around Uic region sustainable developinent has been regarded as something of a non-
starter in that it connotes considerably more ambitious, expensive, and possibly unworkable
cOmflfltlfents Uian are suggested by environmental protection. I effect, Uiere is a problem not
iTlerely of coherence but of faith in Uic Council's transition to a sustainable development
Programme. The solution to thc problein is not merely to, give due regard to cnvironmnental
Protection, but to develop confidence-building principles for collective action in thc use of Arctic
resources

Basic principles of sustainable development will have to be tailored to the particularecological and also Uic cultural and socio-economic conditions of Uic circumpolar North. They
sliould bc keycd substantively to an ecosystems approaâcl, and procedurally to an understanding
that ecosysteI are more llkely to be respected when resource users closest to, thc effects of
collective action are directly associated with Uic decisions that give risc to, it. Speciflcally, Uiere
i, need for an Arctic Council working group to codify and help standardize national experience
on the use of (a) rcnewablc and <b) non-renewable resources throughout Uic region. Basic
PrinciPîes for thc regulation of activity in these two fields should contribute greatly to thc
Practice of sustainable devclopment in Uic Arctic, while also lending strength to collective action
Wvithin the Arctic Council itself.

Swedcn could be invited to lcad a working group on basic principles of sustainabledeveoPmet if indecd groups werc to be apportioncd to, ail members of Uic Arctic Council.

Aun Arctic communications strategy. fice proposaI here is for member states to, deploy
th' xiSting cultural, scicntiflc, education, and teiccommunications assets in order to sustain

t'rArctic omntes oafr their common idcntity as northrn countries, and to project a

deClOPI!icnt At thc community level, Uic stratcgy would aimn to develop rcgion-widc interactive
networcs On flatters such as Uie status of Uic cbild, distance oducation, telemedicine,
Consolizdation and use of traditional ecological knowlcdge, food contamination, on-site
Observation and discussion of climate change, special hcalth and social conccrns of non-
~''ial 'northerners, artwr and Uic dissemination of artistic creations to southern markcts,
tOurisý deOrÛan and local self-government as they applicd in Uic lRussian Federation in
Part~ilar, and so on. Regionaily, a conmmunications strategy would seck to enhance sharcd

ullc=adm,7.eof the circunipolar North and of sustainable developmcnt there among
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influentials and others in southern centres of decision in the Arctic countries. Opportunities
would be exploited for industrial participation ini telecommunications; alliances. Indeed, the
potential to create an Arctic equivalent of TV-5 could be explored and associated with the
Canadian International information Strategy (CilS), either as an add-on or as a free-standing
circunipolar venture. Globally, a coordinated communications effort would see the Eight project
to worldwide audiences an understandin, of the Arr.tir.q n c*<iailn oi.,*a . 1,- -i-.1-



however been addressed by the Standing Conimittee. The first concerns the resources required to
niake a success of the Arctic Council ini the long haul.

The AEPS lias been based on the coordination and rcdeployment of existing national
assets. With vcry few exceptions, it lias flot seen the injection of new money. The March 1997
meeting of senior A.rctic officiais lias confirmed what most expected for the Arctic Council: that
there will be no new money for it either, notwithstanding the coxnmitrnent of the Eight to broach
tic more chailenging and potentially costly agenda of sustainable dcvelopment. The projects
proposed here for Arctic Council working groups should not entail aiiy early requirement for
significant new resources. Piggy-backing and recombination of available assets should do Uic
job. But new resources including new money will have to be found if Uic Council is to move
bcYond study and standardization to action and especiaily pro-action on sustainable development.
Now is Uic Urne to start strengthening Uic Arctic Council's capacity for action.

Even if thc Eight were to become more liberal i Uic provision of resources as Uic affairs;
of the Council acquired greater standing at Uic political level in sorne or ail of Uic circumpolar
Co0untries, there is sure to be a continuing gap betwecn thc ends and thc means of sustainablc
developinent in Uic Arctic. To help narrow the gap over Urne, thc EU and non-Arctic states sucli
as China, Gennany, and Japan could now start to be drawn into thc work of the. Council.
Already Uic EU and within it Germany lias a growing presence in the network of regional
institutions, Most notably in Uic Barents Euro-Arctic Regional Council. Japan lias interests lin
ArJctic marine transportation, and could weil be associated with thc work of Uic Arctic Council i
tis and other areas. China, which lias extensive permafrost in its northern regions, is already a
Participant in Uic International Arctic Science Conunittee. It is also looking aihead to superpowcr
status in Uic cozning century.

In ecd of these instances there is an opportuity for Canada not merely to build a
cituMtpolar dimension into its *bilateral relations, but to help bring new resources to the Council
iii dle course by starting now to encourage significant extra-regional actors to join in thc work of
sustainable development in Uic Arctic. There are diffîculties here that extend weIl beyond a
reutnewtinteEgtt admitochers intothe affàirs of what sone stiH regard as aprivate
Preserve. Above all, therc is Uic potential for non-Arctic actors with highly focused objectives
'lot OIY to skew Uie priorities of circurnpolar institutions, but to accentuate Uic development side
of the sustainable development equation. Nevertheless, Uic Aretic is flot and canmot Ibe regardcd
fiS a region apart. On Uic contr>, it is linked in countless ways with its extra-regional and
global surrouud. And its problenis wiil not properly be addressed without reference to Uic
34TrOunding environent.

The privileged status of Uic Arotie states and permanent participants in Uic Coumdil's
8trecir, combined wiUi an informaI and possibly an explicit understanding of basic principles
of sustainab1e development i Uic region, wiil seive to ensure Uic prevalence of a circumpolar
Pe'PcCtive that la attuued to the particular ecological, cultural, and socio-economic conditions of
th UIActic. Aecordingly, for Canada to offer leadership to Uic Arctic Council in associating non-
Arctic actors with Uic institution would be not only to generate downstream resources for
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collective action on sustainable development, but to integrate the handling of Arctic issues into
the wider world which so heavily affects the physical and human processes of the region.



*direct representation of nordl
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